Raptor codes are a class of rateless codes originally designed for binary erasure channels. This paper presents a compact set of mathematical expressions for iterative soft decoding of raptor codes. In addition, an early termination scheme is employed, and it is embedded in a single algorithm with the formula. In the proposed algorithm, the performance is enhanced by adopting iterative decoding, both in each inner and outer code and in the concatenated code itself between the inner and outer codes. At the same time, the complexity is reduced by applying an efficient early termination scheme. Simulation results show that our proposed method can achieve better performance with reduced decoding complexity compared to the conventional schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Luby transform (LT) codes were first proposed as rateless codes, and were designed to obtain capacity-achieving performance for a binary erasure channel (BEC) without knowing the erasure conditions [1] . The decoding complexity of LT codes is generally infeasible when the length of the code is long. Raptor codes were designed to solve this problem, as an extension of LT codes [2] . A raptor code is a concatenated code of an LT code as an inner code and a precode as an outer code, and generally, a low density parity check (LDPC) code is used for a precode.
In earlier stages, these rateless codes have almost exclusively been investigated on erasure channels with a hard decision decoding method, and later soft iterative decoding algorithms for LT codes were attempted [3] . By using the soft information produced by both components codes of raptor codes, joint iterative decoding algorithms for raptor codes were proposed [4] [5] [6] . Efficient resource management is very important in wireless communication systems due to rapidly increasing traffic demands [7] . Utilization of joint iterative decoding algorithms for raptor codes may play important role to reduce the amount wireless traffic by decreasing unnecessary retransmissions. However, there was no clear mathematical expression of how soft information passes through the decoders.
Motivated by these prior works, an enhanced version of the joint iterative soft decoding for raptor codes is proposed, and all detailed mathematical formulas for soft information exchange across the decoders are provided. In addition, we adopt efficient stopping criteria to eliminate redundant iterations at the decoder. 
SOFT JOINT ITERATIVE DECODING FOR RATPOR CODES

System Model
Fig . 1 shows the transmission flow using a raptor code. At the transmission part, information I with length ′ is encoded to of length  by the outer LDPC code using a parity check matrix H, and u is encoded to c by the inner LT encoder with a predetermined degree distribution ρ [1, 2] . Then, c is modulated and transmitted through the channel.
At the receiver part, the receiver starts the demodulation and decoding process if a sufficient number of received symbols are collected. The LT decoder takes the demodulated soft information r of length  as priori information, and produces soft information v of length . Then, the LDPC decoder utilizes v as soft input, and iteratively estimates soft output    . For joint iterative decoding,   from the LDPC decoder is passed back to the LT decoder, and the decoding is repeated. The ACK signal will be sent to the transmitter if the decoding is successful. Otherwise, more received symbols will be collected for the next decoding attempt. Fig. 2 shows the concept of the joint soft decoding for raptor codes. There are three soft-input-soft-output (SISO) iterative loops in the decoder, one in the inner LT decoder, another one in the outer LDPC decoder, and finally, the last one between the LT and LDPC decoders. The soft iterative decoding of the LT and LDPC codes is performed by using the belief propagation algorithm for each code [3, 8] . In each of the codes, the estimation of the log likelihood ratio (LLR) between the nodes is performed iteratively.
Soft inputs and soft outputs
Before the LT decoder, soft input of the joint decoder,   , is estimated by a soft demodulator. Then, soft iterative decoding is performed by alternatively estimating LLRs between the encoding node, , and information node, . If the iterative process inside the LT decoder is finished, then the final soft output for the information nodes is passed to the LDPC decoder and utilized as a priori information.
Afterwards, the LDPC decoder updates the LLRs messages between the bit and check nodes alternatively.     is the LLR from bit node  to check node , while     is the LLR from check node  to bit node , where  is the index for iteration numbers of the LDPC decoder. Subsequently, the soft output on bit nodes      is estimated and parity check equation is examined. After the LDPC decoding process, the final estimation vector on bit nodes is passed back to the LT decoder and utilized as a priori information for the next joint iteration.
FORMULATION OF JOINT ITERATIVE DECODING
Conventional approach
In the conventional approach, the final soft estimation    from the LDPC decoder was added to the incoming LLRs from the encoding node, which were obtained in the previous LT iteration [5] . It can represented by the following equation:
(1) where  m ax is the maximum iteration number for the LT decoder. By this way, the information passed from the LDPC decoder cannot be utilized, because the decoding of the LT code should be started with the calculation of LLRs from encoding node to information node,      , with a priori information from the channel,   and LLRs from information node to encoding node,       [6] .
Exchanging of soft information
After receiving   from the soft demodulator and initializing, soft iterative decoding is performed alternatively using a belief propagation algorithm for both of the component decoders. At the first joint iteration, i.e.,   , all         and from the second joint iteration, the soft output from the LDPC decoder will be used as initial values of The soft output information is then calculated by:
This iterative process is continued until we reach    m ax , or using a stopping criterion which will be explained later.
If the iterative process inside the LT decoder is finished, then the final soft output for the information nodes is passed to the LDPC decoder and utilized as a priori information in the form of the following initialization.
where   is the index set of the neighborhood check nodes of bit node , and   is the number of iterations made at the LT decoder.
Afterwards, the LDPC decoder updates the messages between the bit and check nodes alternatively using the following equations [8] :
where  is the index for the iteration number of the LDPC decoder, (6) to (8) are continued until we reach the maximum number of iterations set for LDPC decoder,  m ax , or the parity check equation is satisfied.
After the LDPC decoding process, the final estimation vector on bit nodes is passed back to the LT decoder and utilized as a priori information in the form of the following initialization:
where   is the number of iterations made at the LDPC decoder.
Stopping criterion
In addition to this joint soft iterative decoding on three loops, we adaptively regulate   and   by using an efficient stopping criterion. In order to reduce the complexity of the joint iterative decoding, we modify the stopping criterion of iterative decoding proposed previously [9] , and utilize it to exit the iterative decoding process of the joint as well as LT decoding. In our method, if the signs are the same, then the joint iterative decoding is also terminated after the LDPC decoding process, finishing the whole decoding process. This is because no sign changes at an earlier stage generally means there was almost no valid soft input from the previous LDPC decoding process, and thus, further iteration may be meaningless [10] .
SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulate the performance of the proposed soft joint decoding with early termination algorithms for raptor codes on an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. We used a degree distribution previously designed for LT codes [11, 12] , and used the (1176, 1078) size compatible (SC)-Array LDPC codes [13] . The maximum number of iterations for joint, LT, and LDPC decoders,   m ax   m ax   m ax  are shown in the performance graphs. The binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation scheme is used in all of the simulations.
If  m ax  , the decoder can be considered as a tandem decoder without any joint iterative operation. On the other hand, if  m ax   m ax  , then the decoder utilizes only outer-loop without any iterations inside of LT and LDPC decoders. If we assume that the complexity of the LT and LDPC decoders are the same, then the same  m ax  m ax   m ax  would result the same decoding complexity and delay. Therefore, we set  m ax  m ax   m ax =200 in all of the simulations, and tried various combinations of   m ax   m ax   m ax  . Fig. 3 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance comparisons of the conventional method in [5] with our proposed method according to    when       dB and the decoder iterates until it reach- es the maximum number of iterations. The performance comparison in this figure shows that the proposed method outperforms the conventional method in [5] for any parameter combinations, on the condition that both of the methods are iterated. Fig. 4 shows the BER performance comparisons of the reduced search using the proposed stopping criterion with the fully iterated decoder. In Fig. 4 , BER performance of our proposed method with the reduced research can approximate to that of the full search for all the parameter combinations. The BER performances in Fig. 3 and 4 show that the proposed soft joint iterative decoding methods produce much better performance than the conventional method [5] . It also demonstrates that with the same  m ax  m ax   m ax  values, the proposed methods can produce the better performance by allocating more iterations at the outer joint loop for ordinary joint iterative decoding, i.e.,  m ax  ,  m ax  , and  m ax  . For example, both of the full search and reduced search with (20,5,5) produce better performance than those with (5, 20, 20) do. The proposed method with reduced search using the same iteration numbers has almost the same performance as the full search method. 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a compact set of equations for an efficient joint iterative soft decoding with an early termination algorithm for raptor codes.
The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme produces better performance than the conventional approach. In addition, adoption of the early termination algorithm produces almost the same performance as the full search method with highly reduced decoding complexity. We also demonstrate that with our proposed method, we can further enhance the performance by allocating more iterations at the outer joint loop, and fewer iterations at the inner LT and LDPC decoder loops, resulting in a reduced complexity.
